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Abstract: Language Testing and teaching, learning have extremely closed relationship so that they are interrelated and interact on each other. Test is testing what gets taught, so it can reinforce learning and motivate students. Listening comprehension, an important indicator to measure one’s foreign language proficiency, is always a headache especially for Chinese students among tests of listening, speaking, reading and writing. As IELTS’s success is undeniably and undoubtedly significant, it is high time that we made a detailed evaluation of IELTS listening test to have a deep understanding of its washback effects. This article firstly is going to evaluate the Listening section of IELTS from three aspects: test authenticity, test validity and reliability, and then analyzes its washback effects on listening teaching and learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
IELTS is the international English language testing system which tests English proficiency across the globe. It is widely recognized as a reliable means of assessing the language ability of candidates who need to study or work where English is the language of communication. It divides into Academic Module and General Testing Module. Each module consists of four parts: Listening, Reading, Speaking, and Writing. And all candidates take the same Listening and Speaking. Testing of listening comprehension is an indispensable part in language testing. For Chinese students, however, they always feel that listening is the most difficult part of English learning and accordingly they get low scores in IELTS Listening test. Washback or backwash means that a test will influence teaching, a test will influence learning, a test will influence what or how teachers teach and what or how learners learn, and so on. Therefore, the IELTS listening test is needed to be analyzed to improve our listening teaching and learning based on its washback effects which include positive and negative ones.

2. TEST AUTHENTICITY
As to language testing researches, authenticity has always been the key concern. Bachman (1990) defined authenticity of language testing from two aspects: authenticity as real-life language use and authenticity as interactive language use. The former one stresses applying language, say, daily expressions in testing and the latter emphasizes the communicative function of language in testing. The authenticity of language testing refers to the degree of similarity between the subject language the tester uses in the test and the language he uses in reality, which is the degree of unification of language test and language communication. That is to say, the language which the test takers will meet in the test is what they see or they hear in their daily life; the tasks they are required to do are the problems they may need to solve in the real world; and the evaluation criteria of their performance is based on to what degree they have finished the tasks and achieved the goal of effective communication. I will also attempt to analyze authenticity of IELTS listening test from three perspectives—testing materials, testing tasks and testing situations respectively.
2.1. Testing Materials

The IELTS listening module consists of four sections, each with ten questions. The first two sections are concerned with social needs. The first section is a conversation between two speakers and the second section is a monologue. The rest two sections are concerned with situations related to educational contexts. The third section is a conversation among up to four people and the fourth section is a monologue.

First is the authenticity of listening materials. The testing material is a key factor to examine whether the test is authentic or not. The authenticity of listening materials requires the materials themselves be similar to real life. Authentic testing materials are for users of their first language, not materials designed for foreign students (Wilkins, 1976). Materials in IELTS listening tests are largely in accordance to the real-life language use, and cover a wide range of topics from all aspects of academic life. For example, a Chinese student goes to the UK for further education. He needs to rent an apartment to live in (Cambridge IELTS Book6, Test4, Section 1); he might want to apply for a part-time job (Cambridge IELTS Book7, Test3, Section 1); then he attends the orientation organized by the school (Cambridge IELTS Book4, Test2, Section2); during his lectures, he surely needs to discuss with his classmates (Cambridge IELTS Book5, Test4, Section3); he listens to teachers’ lectures while taking notes (Cambridge IELTS Book5, Test1, Section4); during holidays, he may want to have a trip (Cambridge IELTS Book4, Test1, Section2), etc. All these contents are covered by the IELTS listening test. In this regard, the materials in the listening module of IELTS are truly from real-life and the topics cover different aspects of life which students may encounter during their stay in foreign countries, therefore they can deeply and comprehensively assess test takers’ all-round ability to deal with different situations potentially appearing in their future life.

Furthermore, these materials also reflect the verbal features in real-life communication, such as pauses, repeat, slip of tongue, etc. In natural language, there is 30% to 50% speaking time containing pauses and hesitation. These pauses may be filled or silent pauses. Filled pauses are pauses like well, I mean, hmm, and so on, which indicate that the speaker is thinking about a proper expression to continue his/her talk. Filled pause is a significant part in oral language, which is also a distinguishing feature compared to other types of language expressions.

Additionally, the IELTS listening module contains various English accents. This is necessary since it is true among native English speakers. Some regional accents are easily identified by certain characteristics. There is also much room for misunderstanding between people from different regions, as one word that is pronounced in one accent will sound like a totally different word in another accent. Apparently, people may meet different English accents in different places. Thus, to test the real English listening ability, test designers should create difficulties in speakers’ accents to examine whether the test takers understand the material or not.

2.2. Testing Tasks

The definition of the criteria of task authenticity is“One of the crucial aspects of task authenticity is whether real communication takes place; whether the language has been used for a genuine purpose.”

Apart from the materials, up to 7 testing tasks are utilized in IELTS: multiple choice, notes/form/table/summary/flow-chart completion, short-answer question, sentence completion, labeling a diagram/plan/map, classification and matching respectively. It is apparent that IELTS uses various testing tasks to examine test takers’ language ability. According to the criteria mentioned above, all kinds of testing tasks in IELTS can be identified as“authentic”or“non-authentic”. Coupled with the data in IELTS papers, the authentic testing tasks usually occupy the vast majority of the total testing
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tasks. By completing these testing tasks, test takers’ certain abilities are practiced and these abilities are also needed in the real life. In this sense, these testing tasks are comparatively authentic.

2.3. Testing Situations

In the aspect of testing situations, various situations are covered by the IELTS, which are taken from real life. There are chiefly up to 10 different situations involved. Each of them is commonly met in daily life. Obviously, it is a successful duplication of the real life in order to create similar or even same situations in the test to examine test takers’ abilities. Thus the IELTS listening module is highly authentic in the aspect of testing situations.

To sum up, from the data analysis above, it is indicated that the IELTS listening test is relatively authentic in the perspectives of testing materials, testing tasks and testing situations.

3. Test Validity

It is generally agreed that a good test should obtain validity and reliability. Let us first look at validity of a test. According to Brown, validity, which reveals the extent to which the test actually measures what it is supposed to measure and nothing else, is by far the most complex criterion of a good test. The validity of a test consists of face validity, content validity, criterion-related validity, and validity in scoring.

Firstly, the Listening test items of IELTS look right to other tester, teachers, moderators and testees. It can be described as having at least face validity. A test with good face validity can maintain students’ motivation of learning while a bad face validity test may make students put less effort into performing, thus affect the reliability.

Secondly, “A test is said to have content validity if its content constitutes a representative sample of language skills, structures, etc, with which it is meant to be concerned”(Hughes, 2003). Accordingly, the listening test samples of IELTS actually achieve the content validity successfully.

Thirdly, criterion-related validity is obtained as a result of comparing the results of the test with the results of some other criterion measures. It consists of concurrent and predictive validity. The former deals with the comparison with other test results collected at or about the same time; the latter with those at a significantly later time. Generally speaking, IELTS is a mature test, and it well predicts the future success of the candidates in language aspect. I will just assume that IELTS listening test, to a large extent, is doing a good job in criterion-related validity.

Lastly, validity in scoring. This is worth mentioning because even if the validity of a test is proved, the invalid scoring can still make the test invalidity. As for the scoring of IELTS listening test, it places candidates on a spectrum from zero to nine, candidates’ levels are clear and valid.

4. Test Reliability

Reliability is another important factor in deciding whether it is a good test or not. Reliability refers to the degree to which test scores represent test takers’ true score. Reliability is considered as an approach of the coherence of marks gained from various performance measurements (Bachman & Palmer, 1996). Bachman & Palmer (1996) declare that if the same test were to be administrated to the same group of individuals on two different occasions in two different settings, it should not make any difference to a particular test taker.

As the questions of IELTS listening test are very practical and based on real life situations, students can use them in daily life situations. Students’ answers will not be influenced by the physical environment because the IELTS listening test is usually held in a quiet classroom. Another issue with
reliability is student-related. For instance, if a student is in a good mood, he/she may perform very well in the test. On the other hand, if the participant is in a bad mood, he/she may get a low score in the test. It can be seen that physical or psychological problems can have an impact on students’ real listening ability.

In general, from the analysis above, the listening test of IELTS is relatively valid and reliable in many aspects.

5. DEFINITIONS OF WASHBACK

The term “washback”, also known as “backwash”, has almost as numerous definitions as the researchers who studied about it (Bailey, 1999). The following definitions chronologically present ranges from simple and straightforward ones to rather complex.

Buck (1988) described washback in a study on listening comprehension test in Japan. It is quoted as follows:

There is a natural tendency for both teachers and students to tailor their classroom activities to the demands of the test, especially when the test is very important to the future of the students, and pass rates are used as a measure of teacher success. This influence of the test on the classroom (referred to as washback by language teachers) is, of course, very important; this washback effect can be either beneficial or harmful.

Then Shohamy (1992) viewed washback as “the utilization of external language tests to affect and drive foreign language learning (in) the school context”. Buck and She saw eye to eye on a view that the result of this phenomenon is due to “the strong authority of external testing and the major impact it has on the lives of test takers.” Besides, Alderson and Wall (1993) assumed that washback as an important concept in applied linguistics refers to “the extent to which the introduction and use of a test influence language teachers and learners to do things they would not otherwise do that promote or inhibit language learning”. Moreover, Messick (1996) claimed the term as “the extent to which the test influences language teachers and learners to do what they would not necessarily do”. It is further noted that “evidence of teaching and learning effects should be interpreted as washback” (Messick, 1996). Brown and Hudson (1998) also took an essential aspect into consideration that “washback is the effect of testing and assessment on the language teaching curriculum that is related to it”.

To sum up, although the original review of the definitions of washback discusses much on its definition and scope, they all agree that washback refers to the influence of test instead of test itself, which should be emphasized by the researchers.

6. WASHBACK EFFECTS OF IELTS LISTENING TEST ON LISTENING TEACHING AND LEARNING

According to the purpose of the listening test of IELTS, it can can inform instruction by identifying students’ particular profiles of weaknesses and strengths. With regard to individual testees, they become familiar with everything involved in the real IELTS listening test and gain valuable experience in taking tests. Upon reflection, they may also be able to pinpoint the perceptual or cognitive problems that underlie the test score by themselves. The test can arouse students’ self-awareness to pay close attention to communicative language use. Thus, this will build positive feedback for individual students, teachers and courses. Upon completion, the listening test has a strong washback effect on classroom teaching and learning. The students with low English proficiency had problems with communicative language use and understanding. In China, students are
expected to learn grammar-translated, audio-linguistic methodology. In this regard, most of Chinese candidates are “dumb” and have a hard time in listening comprehension. Therefore, teachers should spend more time on conversational listening and speaking practice and use more authentic materials.

6.1. The Positive Washback of IELTS Listening Test on Listening Teaching and Learning

The IELTS listening test had indeed exerted positive washback on aspects of teachers’ and students’ psychology, assessment, contents and methods. First of all, as for teaching or learning psychology, although they affirmed that the IELTS listening test brought anxiety and pressure for listening teaching or learning, most of them insisted that certain stress should be transformed into stimulation which further strengthened their confidence and perseverance. Besides, as for teaching or learning assessment, the positive washback lied in that they all acknowledged the usefulness and necessity of IELTS listening test as a language measurement tool which could be employed to examine their merits and shortcomings in language teaching or learning. What’s more, in the aspect of teaching or learning contents, IELTS listening test exerted positive washback on emphasizing comprehensive language ability since most participants acknowledged that it enriched their teaching and learning contents and firmly believed the effectiveness of authentic materials such as VOA or BBC news and stories. Finally, both teachers and students made efforts to combine test-oriented and ability-oriented teaching or learning method driven by the positive washback of IELTS listening test. Besides, it made their teaching and learning more scientific and valid.

6.2. The Negative Washback of IELTS Listening Test on Listening Teaching and Learning

A sound test also has negative effects because of something done or undone. However, the negative washback of IELTS listening test on teachers and students was not as obvious as the positive one. Generally speaking, the greatest negative washback on teachers was the difficulty in keeping a balance between the improvement of students’ listening comprehension ability and the training to help them get a higher score in IELTS listening test, especially some students with poor language foundation. A satisfying score in listening test does require test-taking skills, which forces teachers to arrange more class hours to practice it. Without doubt, the action disturbs their teaching planning and teaching methods. However, it is a challenge for teachers to overcome the negative effects and thus succeed in combining test-orientation and ability-orientation.

The strongest negative washback of IELTS listening test on students is the conflict between their expectation of success and their passive learning method. Students know clearly that they do not learn for test and their listening comprehension ability is the priority, whereas their learning attitude and learning objective are easily influenced by tests. For instance, they affirm the effectiveness of IELTS listening test and employ it to enhance their listening ability, but most of them say no, when asked if listening section is not required in the test, would they use it any more. The answer shows strong tendency that students choose learning methods for the test to a large extent.

7. Conclusion

The purpose of this article is to evaluate the listening test of IELTS by making a deep analysis from three main aspects—test authenticity, test validity, test reliability and presents its washback effects on listening teaching and learning. It is not difficult to draw the conclusion that the listening test of IELTS, to a large extent, is relatively authentic, valid and reliable and also has more positive but less negative washbacks.
Based on the above discussion, there are some suggestions on listening teaching and learning. For one thing, the teachers should ensure students’ access to various kinds of systematical and authentic teaching contents, including cultural background, pronunciation as well as intonation in the IELTS listening test according to students’ language competence. And Teachers should change their traditional teacher-centered teaching methods into communicative teaching which enables teachers to have a better understanding through interaction with the students’ difficulties in English learning. For another, students must practice more English pronunciation, which is the prerequisite condition in that only if they can pronounce well, can they identify the sounds while listening. Students should also manage to be exposed in more authentic information concerning cultural background and common sense.

At last, it is expected that this article may offer test designers some implications on how to make improvements in terms of test authenticity, validity and reliability and may also shed some new lights on improving listening teaching and learning on the basis of washback effects of IELTS listening test.
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